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An Overview of Collaborative Process 
Dylan Robinson 
 
After collaborating together for many years as part of the intermission interarts collective, in 
2012 Anna Höstman and I were commissioned by Continuum Contemporary Music to 
collaborate on a new work. Anna and I had recently been discussing our family histories the 
embodied and sensory connections with the Indigenous lands where we grew up, and the settler 
colonial histories and present day settler colonialism on those lands. We decided to make this the 
focus of our work. Supported by funding from a SSHRC Partnership Development Project, we 
embarked on a creative process that involved several trips to visit with Anna’s family and 
members of the Nuxalk community in the Bella Coola valley, with the intent to piece together a 
composite portrait of intertwined settler and Nuxalk histories of this place where Anna’s 
Norwegian ancestors were the first settlers, and to which I was an Indigenous visitor without 
prior connections. 
 
For just over a century Canadian composers and artists have been fixated upon conjuring in 
sound and image the landscape of this place we now call ‘Canada’. Between 2011 and 2013 
Anna, Patrick and I were guests in Nuxalk territory in the towns of Bella Coola and Hagensborg. 
We were both the guests of Anna’s friends and family who call this place their home and of the 
Nuxalk people who assert their unceded sovereignty to these lands. Prior to our project, I had not 
visited Bella Coola, nor had any connections with the Nuxalk people. I wondered whether, being 
xwelmexw (Stó:lō), I would share views with the Nuxalk people I met, for instance around 
resource development or language learning, or whether I’d be treated with the same suspicion 
that many First Peoples have when we are approached by academics and artists who want us to 
share our knowledge. 
 
As much of my research has examined the collaborative practices (and lack thereof) between 
Canadian composers and First Peoples, I was interested to undertake such a process of creation 
where I would be met with the same challenge. While we were there, we met a lot of Anna’s 
friends and family. We spent a significant amount of time interviewing people, and just visiting. 
In all of those visits I felt people’s love for the valley, the waters and lands; in other visits I felt 
trapped and experienced racism that was referred to as just “small town-ness”. One particular 
memory that stays with me is of someone saying “If you guys are sticking around for while you 
should go see Cindy on the Rez. She’ll show you a good time.”  
 
After conducting a number of interviews, we decided to turn the camera on ourselves, put each 
other in the ‘hot seat’ and ask each other challenging questions about what we were doing, how 
we were collaborating, how we were failing. In our conversations with each other, as well as in 
our ‘hot seat interviews’, we debated issues of cultural appropriation and racism. I wondered 
how we might include our own disagreements about these issues as part of the piece itself.  



 
When I began working on nuyamł-ił kulhulmx, my hope was that the creative process would 
entail was finding ways to affirm the sometimes irreconcilable differences between Indigenous 
and Western ideas of art, song, and epistemology. In my experience of Indigenous intercultural 
creation, there is often a focus upon the blending of cultural difference, or their seamless 
integration. While aesthetically this may lead to interesting results, to treat Indigenous and 
Western cultural practices with the same criteria is to enact a kind of epistemic violence upon the 
other. While I believe Singing the Earth does act as a collection of differences, I not sure we 
were able to convey the sharpness of difference between our experiences and values. 
 
The process of collaboration was not what I imagined it would be. By the time of our last visit 
we were only just beginning to develop deep relationships with members of the Nuxalk 
community. This of course is exactly the challenge with any collaboration with new people, but 
even more so in Indigenous communities where trust has been eroded by instances of ‘fly-in, fly-
out’ research in which scholars have not considered the reciprocal relationships they have with 
the people they work with. First Nations culture, in these instances, becomes an artistic resource 
not unlike the natural resources coveted by the state. Like the extraction of natural resources 
from Indigenous territories, artists also risk extracting Indigenous culture to enrich their work. 
With the extended visits we made to Bella Coola, we reached a beginning. While the piece itself 
addresses many important aspects of Nuxalk history, and current issues the community faces, it 
has not lived up to my desire to define more tangible benefits to Indigenous people through 
creative work. Despite this, aesthetically, the process of creating nuyamł-ił kulhulmx resulted a 
sensorily rich depiction of this place, and an accurate account of our work and challenges 
associated with piecing together a layered history from dialogue, archive, and immersion in 
place.  
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Tiny erasure poems
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Residential school
survivors’ totem pole
carved in 2009 by Alvin
Mack, Marven Tallio,
and Noel Pootlass.
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Singing the Earth — Nuyamł-ił Kulhulmx 
 pieces about a place

Composer’s Note

“The end of 60 miles of dirt road, down a 4000 foot mountain, and nestled
on a fjord to the ocean that is more than 50 miles inland and surrounded
by glacial peaks rising directly from sea level into clouds miles high…this
is Bella Coola.” 

– Damon Erickson

For centuries, composers have immersed themselves directly in nature for
inspiration. Between 2011 and 2013, Dylan Robinson and I travelled three
times to the remote wilderness of British Columbia to explore the stunning
beauty of the Bella Coola Valley, the place where I spent my childhood.
During a portion of this time we were also joined by Marion Newman and
Patrick Nickleson. 

We were interested in learning some of the history of both the Nuxalkmc
peoples who have lived there for thousands of years and the Norwegians who
settled in the late 1800s, as well as about the relationship of the present-day
community to its surrounding environment. We visited a lot of people, made
new friends, read incessantly, conducted interviews, visited special places
such as the Salloompt Valley, the Petroglyphs and the Hill, spent time in the
Acwsalcta school, the Norwegian Heritage House and Bella Coola Valley
Museum, and spent hours upon hours walking through the Valley, along its
rivers and creeks, through its moss and devil’s-club-filled forests, filming,
photographing, and listening. 

The result is a concert-installation in 11 parts for voice and chamber ensemble
that offers fragments and glimpses into this very special place —  its histories,
stories, and ongoing currents of loss and change. Singing the Earth –
Nuyamł-ił Kulhulmx encompasses music, erasure poetry, installation, audio
& video footage, and interviews.
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A note on the text
The text is comprised of erasure poetry and found texts from four languages
associated with the Valley: Nuxalk, Norwegian, English and Japanese. Three
stories from McIlwraith’s The Bella Coola Indians are used by permission from
Chief Noel Pootlass of the Nuxalk Nation, and the University of Toronto Press,
for which we are very grateful. Bashō’s 17th century poem and the fragments
from “Norwegian Emmigrant Ballads” & Scandinavian folk songs are in the
public domain. Nuxalk terms that comprise the glossary of flora and fauna
from the region come from the online language resource, First Voices.

Some of the remaining texts have been created through a process of erasure.
We used liquid paper to cover over the vast majority of text in the second
volume of McIlwraith’s 1920s ethnographic study The Bella Coola Indians,
usually leaving fewer than ten words on each of the 672 pages. This took
countless hours. Spending a great deal of time on this process allowed us to
develop a relationship with not only the original texts, but also the images,
reflections and stories contained within.

The original texts still haunt these pages with their islands of fragments
however, as the words covered by “wite-out” are often still partially visible in
varying degrees. What is evoked is a palimpsest: layers and layers of history,
of language and culture, and of emotion around change and loss. 

A note on the music
As Lois Casperson said in one of our interviews, “oh yes! There was always
music.” The ensemble of clarinet, saxophone, piano, accordion, percussion,
violin and bass is one that reflects instruments played in the Valley, from the
early “Indian Boys” band, to the dance bands in which my grandpa, Melvin
Nygaard, played saxophone and dixieland clarinet. (Lois played the piano
and organ.) 

Some of my most enduring impressions of nature in Bella Coola are of how
slowly time passes, of a deep, still quiet, and of the forest and trees being
covered by layers and layers of moss. I used the image of moss, of thousands
of years soaking into the soft and gentle forest floor as the generating image for
creating the piece, and as such, set about to bring into the process a number
of fragments and sources of music, that they might combine, and speak to one
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another, and form relationships on their own along the way. Some of these
sources are: Scandinavian emmigrant ballads such as “Aa kjøre vatn aa kjøre
ve” (Many a fool sailed across the sea), haiku structures, fragments of rhythms
from hardanger fiddle slåtts such as Halling, Dakota Prairie, Fjøllrosa
(Mountain rose), Fjellbekken (Mountain stream), Grålysing (Twilight), and Fir
tree; and Norwegian folk songs such as “Strilevise” (Fisherman’s song), and
“Aagot’s fjeldsang” (Mountain song), an arrangement of which was made
famous by Grieg in his Norwegian melodies, and also significantly used in
Henrik Wergeland’s play, Fjeldstuen, which avidly opposed the rapid
movement of Norwegians out of their homeland in the 1800s.

There is a Nuxalk song called “Sam Schooner’s Love Song” (1924/75) which I
fell in love with a few months ago and began working alongside, imagining
Marion might sing it with instruments behind. I knew it was unlikely that we’d
have permission to do so and yet somehow I couldn’t stop myself from
spending a great deal of time with it. The words describe wishing to see
through mountains in order to find a lost loved one, and it’s achingly beautiful.
However, only the accompaniment which I wrote alongside this song will be
performed as the first part of the 11th module “near,” as Sam Schooner’s love
song cannot be sung. I imagine these three or so minutes may sound
incomplete, perhaps like an empty frame missing its painting, but in a certain
way, there is a truth to this. Anyways, it wasn’t for me to change it. 

– Anna Höstman, November 2013

Dramaturg’s Note: “Singing /Singing”

The process of creating Singing the Earth – Nuyamł-ił Kulhulmx has for me
been a process of finding ways to avow and affirm the irreconcilable
differences between Indigenous and Western ideas of art, song, and
epistemology. In my experience of Indigenous intercultural creation, there
is often a focus upon the blending of cultural difference, or their seamless
integration. While aesthetically this may lead to interesting results, to treat
Indigenous and Western cultural practices with the same criteria is to enact
a kind of epistemic violence upon the other. 

The act of singing for First Peoples of the Pacific Northwest, including the
Nuxalk, is not solely a form of entertainment, or an aesthetic experience.
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Songs are much more than beautiful and affecting works of art, they have the
power to do things in the world. They are oral records of family and
community history. They convey knowledge about the natural and spirit
worlds. They reproach leaders for not upholding their responsibilities toward
their community. In some instances, songs act as records of land-title, as law.
In other cases songs are used to heal. Songs are much more than songs.

For these reasons, there are protocols involving when certain songs may and
may not be sung. Individuals and families are responsible for songs. When a
song is gifted to, traded, or inherited by a person, that person is then responsible
for the knowledge the song contains, and the power that it holds. As with
important family/community history in Western traditions, there are also
differences of opinion within families and communities as to the appropriate
and inappropriate ways to speak about this history in public settings. 

Dylan Robinson, Bella Coola River
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Yet responsibility rests not only with the singer, but with listener-witnesses.
When we witness the singing of these songs in ceremonial contexts we affirm
the work that is being done for the community, whether it be history-making,
law-making, or healing. We may also be are asked to verify the accuracy of
that which we have witnessed when it is referred to at a future date. 

These differences between Western and Indigenous contexts of singing and
listening have significantly influenced the dramaturgy of Singing the Earth –
Nuyamł-ił Kulhulmx. A commitment to dissensual collaboration has guided
my dramaturgical approach, and has also led to some heated conversations.
The result, I hope, is one wherein differences exist alongside one another in
tension; a collection of contraries that reflects the nature of the Valley itself
and the people that live there.

– Dylan Robinson, August 2013

What does musicology sound like?”

I first arrived in Bella Coola exactly a year ago, on December 4, 2012. When
Dylan hired me as a research assistant I was confused about my role — and
it hasn’t become any clearer. Singing the Earth was produced out of an
exciting disregard for disciplinary boundaries through which music research
is usually framed. It certainly had nothing to do with the traditional
boundaries of musicology, and though we were “in the field” it never quite
felt like ethnomusicology. Composition and performance were distant
thoughts last December.

But this confusion has been central to how I understand the piece. As I
stopped worrying about the nature of the final product, recording and
transcribing interviews, filming mossy forests, photographing pet dogs,
reading decades of news stories, and having heated discussions with Dylan
and Anna all began to blur into similar tasks building towards a common
goal. Singing the Earth has come to feel like an environment unified by the
heterogeneity and conflicts of the working methods involved. My work as a
musicologist and researcher has been profoundly altered by seeing this
project come together as a network of stories, images, voices, music, and
interpretations in which none is privileged over any other.

– Patrick Nickleson, December 2013
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Locally-drawn map of Hagensborg 
outside the Norwegian Heritage House.

Nuxalk children on wet boardwalk, 1897.

First Nations band from Klemtu, 1920s.

Emmanuel Church being towed across the Bella Coola River in 
1938 after severe flooding. While it was being towed, the First Nations
band was seated in the pews playing ‘Onward Christian Soldiers.’

Chinese Children at Tallheo Cannery, 1920s. 
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Singing the Earth — Nuyamł-ił Kulhulmx
 pieces about a place

1 moss
2 smallpox
3 potlatch ban
4 three Bella Coola stories

i. the folly of deer
ii. mink and cloud
iii. herring and olachen

5 halling
6 field notes
7 cannery
8 quiet; stille
9 lonesome lake
10 glossary
11 near

Audio Interviews: Lance Nelson, Pat Lenci, Cheryl Waugh

________________

1. moss 

Ted Hughes, the British poet, loved to dip into the Bella Coola Valley every
few years to fish. Vancouver author, Boyanowsky, travelled with him and
wrote this account: 

“The helicopter pilot is a nervous perfectionist. He takes us past gawking
mountain goats blissfully munching greenery on mossy ledges suspended
thousands of feet above the valley bottom, past great craters and the
geological wreckage of strata pushed skyward in fanciful formations. Ted
turns to me, grinning broadly, eyes blazing. And then we sweep over the
ridge and suddenly far below is the river of a thousand dreams. From
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Anahim Lake the Dean flows as a lovely trout stream rich with limestone,
brimming with insect life, meandering through forest and meadow.”

2. smallpox

“Though…impossible to estimate the former population of the Bella Coola
valley with any degree of accuracy, it must have been in the thousands.
In 1922, there were surviving rather more than 300 individuals, who live
in one village on an Indian reserve near the north bank of the Bella
Coola River, about a quarter of a mile from the sea. In the last century
the tribe was stricken with smallpox, and since then consumption,
venereal disease, measles, and other diseases of the white man have
taken their deadly toll.” 

– McIlwraith, The Bella Coola Indians, Vol. I, p. 5

Lured into the woods, if he hears, he hears the sky. 
His hands, the fingers, sometimes they dance,
feet moving with uncertain variations.
His hands, as if casting, still dancing, 
the most striking differences placed together invisibly.
The gravity of speaking: the chorus consists of the words, 
as if stones from the bed of the stream in his ears soothe him.
Something strange has come to hear this abyss.
To the audience: greetings!
Different stories — contradictory, the words archaic, 
brushing dust into a small pond,
sunwise swans remaining motionless.

3. potlatch ban

The Canadian parliament enforced the anti-potlatch law between 1884 – 1951,
making it illegal for First Nations communities to hold the traditional
ceremonies that passed on rituals, dances, and governing systems.
Concurrent with this systematic dismantling of their society, there was a rush
to gather the remains of material cultural in the form of artifacts for museums. 

“During the summer of 1922, Wilfrid Christensen, then twelve, watched as
a small mountain of wooden crates on the Bella Coola wharf was loaded
on to a boat at the beginning of a journey to Ottawa. They were filled
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with Nuxalk artifacts collected by Harlan I. Smith. The prize acquisition
was a group of carvings that had adorned the housefronts in the old
village. The dismantling of the old houses tangibly signalled the demise
of the Nuxalk culture. McIlwraith did not doubt that he was witnessing
the death throes of the Nuxalk and other First Nations cultures.”

– John Barker, introduction to 
The Bella Coola Indians, page xxxii

One of these masks was purchased for the National Museum
(sometimes her explanations echoed round the house). 
One of these masks was obtained for the National Museum of Canada. 
The village orchestra sounds forth.
Stage management is not a highly-developed Bella Coola profession: 
Raven, he flew down the fjord, 
an elaborate structure built of feathers and the skins of trout,
filled with the flesh of deer. 
In the land of the certain sun, winter is debated at length.

4. three Bella Coola stories

i. the folly of deer

Once, long, long ago, Deer was standing beneath a thick, spreading
cedar which gave him complete protection from the weather. Snow
began to fall in slow, large flakes which came drifting down one or two at
a time. Idly, he began to count them. At first it was easy, but the snow
began to fall faster until he could no longer carry out his self-appointed
task. Bitterly disappointed, he cried for a long time.

ii. mink and cloud

Once upon a time, Mink said to Cloud: “Won’t you marry me? I should
like it immensely.”

“Yes,” answered Cloud, “I am quite agreeable if you are brave enough. But
I think you will be sorry, because I am not like you.”

“I will risk that, “replied Mink, “because I desire you very much.” 
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Mink jumped up to Cloud. It chanced to be a windless day and the
clouds were lying in a thick belt around the mountain, so he was quite
comfortable, and spent the night with his bride. But next day when a
wind blew up, his wife began to disintegrate! Mink jumped from one
patch of cloud to another but as the wind increased, they became more
scattered and smaller until finding none to support him he fell with a
crash into the ocean.

The fall did not kill him, but he was so badly shaken up that he swam
slowly back to land and never again sought his wife.

iii. herring and olachen

Long ago, Herring had a small dorsal fin near his tail, as do olachen,
trout, and salmon at the present time. At that period, Olachen had no fin,
but on his head a large mass of unruly hair which defied his efforts to
brush it. The two agreed to trade, Olachen giving some of his grease for
Herring’s fin. That is why, today, Herring has no fin on his back as
Olachen has, and why the head alone of the former is greasy.

– stories from McIlwraith, The Bella Coola Indians

5. halling

This piece is an arrangement of an old Norwegian slått written down in 1912
by Ola Okshovd. The following excerpts are from Georgia Bangen’s school
essay (1904), age 16:

Fall 1895 — When we first came to Bella Coola everything was wild and
covered with dense forests which had to be cleared away and roads could
be made and also before houses could be built. On all sides could be seen
mountains, some of which were snow capped all year around. It
certainly had some of the loneliest and wild scenery.

In fishing season which lasted six weeks all the men went to the ocean
fishing, so during that time there were only two old men and all the
women and children left in the settlement. When they needed more
groceries, the ladies had to take a wheelbarrow and walk 7 or 8 miles to
the nearest store and return the same day with a large load. On these
days we children were left all to ourselves. 
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By the next summer we moved on the other side of the river again with
the rest of the white people. We had one and a half miles to school and in
this distance we had to cross fourteen or fifteen bridges and besides be
apt to meet a bear at any time. Once a man met a bear unarmed and at
first he didn’t know what to do but all at once an idea sprung to his mind,
so he very politely tipped his hat and said, “How do you do?” 

What did the bear do, did they become friends? 

No no. When the man looked up all he could see of the bear was his hind
feet sticking up in the air as he leaped into the woods!

One day when Papa and Momma were at home a large crowd of Indians
sat down in a circle in front of our house and sat there until Papa went
out and spoke to them. We gave them something to eat and gave a sick
girl some medicine and afterwards Papa took their picture, which they
thought was something grand when they saw their own faces on a piece
of paper.

– Spuds among the Stumps, courtesy Peter Sohljell

6. field notes

Though impossible to list all of the effects that over-fishing and over-logging
have had on the west coast over the last century, Vancouver author and
reporter Mark Hume gives two contemporary examples. Bird density is so
affected by logging of old-growth forests that, for instance, 67 pairs of golden-
crowned kinglet and 43 pairs of brown creeper in a 100-hectare area are
reduced to a single pair after logging. 36 pairs of townsend’s warbler and 20
pairs of hermit thrush are reduced to a mere four. 

In the oceans and rivers of the Coast, the effects of over-fishing are also
devastating: 

“When the last big run came in, there were millions of eulachon, so many
they spilled out onto the gravel bars in writhing waves. Since then, the
river has been nearly empty of fish… There has been a coastwide collapse
of eulachon over the past decade, but in few places has it been as dramatic
as in the Bella Coola Valley, where the run disappeared almost overnight.”

– Mark Hume, The Globe and Mail, June 2007
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7. cannery

The salmon cannery in Bella Coola had immigrant workers from China and
Japan working alongside Nuxalk, English and Norwegians in the early
decades of the 1900s when salmon fishing was thriving. During WWII,
Japanese workers were treated with suspicion and interned along the coast
of British Columbia, especially those working within the fishing industry. 

Clyde told us that there was a Japanese women who married a Nuxalk relation
of his family, and thus was not required to leave the Valley as others were. It
was a very difficult time for people who had grown attached to a place, but
were suddenly unfriended and mistrusted — they were even farther from
home than they knew.

隣は何を
する人ぞ
秋深き

Deep autumn — my neighbor, 
how does he live, I wonder?

– Bashō, The Narrow Road to the Deep North

8. quiet; stille

“They were known as Volkerschaus, people shows & human zoos. For Carl
Hagenbeck, they were a lucrative business venture. Between 1870 and
1932, he brought over 50 Indigenous groups to Europe and exhibited
them in zoos and theatres. One of his groups were nine Bella Coola
Indians from Canada. The Bella Coola men arrived in Germany in 1885,
leaving behind extreme poverty and cultural suppression. For one year
they traded their cultural traditions for room and board and a decent
wage. They were greeted with intense interest by German scholars,
endless matinees and evening performances, and a cool response from
German audiences who did not accept them as real Indians.”

– Film-maker Barbara Hagen, 
describing her documentary From Bella Coola to Berlin.
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Carefully learned words, ala ayk’ (Nux. a long time ago), sung softly.
Songs of difference, conflicting. Ayk’ m ka alhi ts ats (She is going to stay
a long time).

Beneath the surface of the water, six hundred identical variations. Old
songs, year to year, the system repeating. Listen to the song repeatedly
until time is a thin material.

Atoansdimut: Moon when there is nothing,
Moon when the sun rests, 
Moon of dances, dance in the river, 
Angry moon, Moon when fern root is gathered.

Eg rodde meg ut paa seia grunden (Nor. I rode my boat out on the
billows), naaté kjem snart attevé teke me i fangje (night comes on with
rapid strides, gently me embraces). Old songs, year to year, and my rest
then taking, saa gaare te kvile (and my rest then taking), repeatedly,
until time is a thin material. Stille (Ger. quiet)

9. lonesome lake

Ralph Edwards was the son of missionary parents in India, and a telegraph
operator in WW1. When he moved to Bella Coola in the 20s, he almost single-
handedly saved the trumpeter swans from North American extinction. He
settled with his family at the isolated Lonesome Lake and, for years, fed a
flock of swans throughout the winters. During one particularly severe winter,
he backpacked 100-pound sacks of grain over a 75-mile mountain trail to feed
the swans so they wouldn’t starve to death. During summer and fall, their
grain, up to 12 tons annually, had to be carried and boated for 75 miles.

10. glossary

Clyde Tallio and Lance Nelson are part of a young generation of First Nations
cultural leaders who are:

“…working to save their traditional tongues, fighting a tide that threatens
to kill the languages off for good. The ‘Report on the Status of B.C. First
Nations Languages,’ released by the First People’s Cultural Council in
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2010, concluded that First Nation language fluency in the province had
plummeted from 100 per cent in 1890 to 5.1 per cent in 2010. 

The cultural council noted a number of causes for the decline, but one of
the biggest was government-run residential schools, which began
operating in B.C. in the 1880s. Children attending the schools were
‘trained, forced and shamed’ into abandoning their languages, the
report said, adding that even when they left, they could not go back to
speaking their languages or teach them to their kids because of ‘residual
shame and trauma.’ [Clyde has] been teaching Nuxalk at the
community’s Acwsalcta school for the past five years, leading groups of
students who are graduating this year. His pupils are mostly in high
school and they follow his lessons in traditional song and dance, as well
as potlatch and salmon ceremonies.” 

– Jesse Ferreres, 2012 Nov. 30, Huffington Post

The following list of Bella Coola flora and fauna from the 1930s was originally
listed in English and Latin. I have changed back to Nuxalk those words which
I could find on First Voices. (*see glossary)

ways, salmon, axexoni, varied thrush, qululuuxu, humpback, dog, and
coho, akw’a, cow parsnip, longhorn sedge, halibut, wild gooseberry, tall
bilberry, thin-leav’d bilberry blueberry, black huckleberry, red elderberry,
dwarf bilberry, alhq, salal berry, buffalo berry, wild, red raspberry,
blackberry, flowering juneberry, salmon berry, black hawthorn, white-
footed goose, shelf fungus, great blue heron, chirping sparrow, red
bearberry, wild strawberry, swamp gooseberry, aq’miixalhp, perrenial
clover, ascw, astsitsli, atsaya, bracken root, fern root, asqupuuts, aatstsayi,
cwiq’, ha7u, ilk, iptsaak, ipts 

“…two or more distinct ferns may be grouped together on account of
their similar use as food and one name applied to them indis crim -
inately. Conversely, different terms are sometimes given to various
parts of the same tree, the roots, the bark, the leaves, and so on. These
factors combine to complicate the study of ethno-botany, or ethno-
zoology.” (McIlwraith)
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eulachon, soloman’s seal, columbine, great-horned owl, klacs, klkl,
twin flowers, saskatoon berry, k’aqas, k’manwas, false hellebore, black
cottonwood, mosquito, western skunk cabbage, rufous hummingbird,
red-breasted merganser, arnica, wild sasparilla, lats, kwakwas, kwtsus,
water lily, mamayu, laakts

11. near 

This piece is dedicated to the over 200 residential school survivors of Bella
Coola. It begins with the Nuxalk love song I wish I could see through these
mountains — which, though written into the score, cannot be sung, as it is
the cultural property of the Schooner family — followed by a setting of the
text of Aagot’s Fjeldsang (public domain). 

Friday, April 5 — a day for the Nuxalkmc, the people of Bella
Coola, to come together and honour those who have survived
residential schools, a day to seek healing and a new beginning.
It began in the morning, the surrounding mountains shrouded
by grey clouds, when the community gathered at the town site
to unveil a plaque that celebrated and explained the totem pole
(previously raised) that had been carved to honour the
residential school survivors. One of the carvers, Alvin Mack,
told the story of the pole:

“At the bottom is a carving of the Mother, and immediately
above, her four children. Two are standing upright, with
smiling faces — they had been hidden in the forest and had
escaped being sent to residential school; the other two, who had
been forced to attend residential school, are standing upside
down, faceless. Above the children is the Father — also upside
down and without a mouth, unable to speak his pain, his truth.
The next quarter of the pole was untouched, uncarved, an
empty space where stories could not be told because family life,
traditional ways, language, culture, an entire people, were
under assault, being made invisible. Yet out of this silent
emptiness arises the next part of the totem pole, with powerful
symbols of Sun and Raven the Transformer, which represents
the story of the Nuxalkmc on their own journey of
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transformation, reclaiming their identity, their rights, their
home. Finally, at the very top, rests Axquatum, the Creator who
holds us all.”

– Gary Paterson, May 2013

Aagot’s Fjeldsang — H.A. Bjerregaard (English, A. Forestier)

O’er the ridge the sun now glides
Shadows make long paces
Night comes on with rapid strides
Gently me embraces
Dark it now below must be
In the Valley yonder
Here the sun does stay with me
While at work I wander
Soon will I be through to night
And my rest then taking
Calmly sleep ‘til morning light
When the sun is waking
When I sleep and sweetly dream
Near my dearest lad will seem

Old music books
now on display
in the Norwegian
Heritage House.
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Nuxalk – English glossary

aatstsayi little fox
akw'a  black-throated loon 
alhq elderberry
aq'miixalhp black cottonwood tree
ascw harbour seal
asqupuuts gray cod
astsltsli  low-bush blueberry
atsaya  red fox
ax̯exon•i varied thrush
cwiq’ cow parsnip
ha7u caterpillar
ilk lily, fritillary
iptsaak lichen
ipts moss
k'aqas crow
klacw muskrat
klkl herring
k’manwas young beaver
kwakwas northern spotted owl
kwtsus mountain goat
laakts squirrel
lats sea cucumber
mamayu monarch butterfly
qululuuxu strawberry
ways coho

From “First Voices,” a resource designed to assist in teaching and preserving
indigenous languages in Canada (www.firstvoices.com).
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